The steroid hormone testosterone (T) has been suggested to influence reactive aggression upon its action on the basolateral amygdala (BLA), a key brain region for threat detection. However, it is unclear whether T modulates resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC) of the BLA, and whether this predicts subsequent aggressive behavior. Aggressive interactions themselves, which often induce changes in T concentrations, could further alter BLA rsFC, but this too remains untested. Here we investigated the effect of endogenous T on rsFC of the BLA at baseline as well as after an aggressive encounter, and whether this was related to behavioral aggression in healthy young women (n = 39). Pre-scan T was negatively correlated with basal rsFC between BLA and left superior temporal gyrus (STG; p < .001, p < .05 Family-Wise Error [FWE] cluster-level corrected), which in turn was associated with increased aggression (r = .37, p = .020). BLA-STG coupling at rest might thus underlie hostile readiness in low-T women. In addition, connectivity between the BLA and the right superior parietal lobule (SPL), a brain region involved in higher-order perceptual processes, was reduced in aggressive participants (p < .001, p < .05 FWE cluster-level corrected). On the other hand, post-task increases in rsFC between BLA and medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) were linked to reduced aggression (r = −.36, p = .023), consistent with the established notion that the mOFC regulates amygdala activity in order to curb aggressive impulses. Finally, competition-induced changes in T were associated with increased coupling between the BLA and the right lateral OFC (p < .001, p < .05 FWE cluster-level corrected), but this effect was unrelated to aggression. We thus identified connectivity patterns that prospectively predict aggression in women, and showed how aggressive interactions in turn impact these neural systems.
Introduction
Human aggression has been often associated with enhanced responsivity to threat signals in the amygdala (Gospic et al. 2011; McCloskey et al. 2016; Buades-Rotger et al. 2016 ) as well as with lower orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) recruitment (Beyer et al. 2015; Mehta and Beer 2009) . Concordantly, reduced coupling between these brain regions is thought to reflect deficient control of aggressive impulses (McCloskey et al. 2016; Coccaro et al. 2007; White et al. 2015; Wahlund and Kristiansson 2009) . A relevant neuromodulator of this circuitry is the steroid hormone testosterone (T). T has been traditionally related to dominance and aggression, although some evidence indicates that this hormone can increase prosocial behavior in humans if it benefits one's status -an effect that might be more pronounced in women (Eisenegger et al. 2011; Terburg and van Honk 2013) . Regardless of its net effect on social behavior, T seems to mitigate fear responses Enter et al. 2016) , at least in part by reducing threat-related coupling between the amygdala and the OFC (Bos et al. 2012; Spielberg et al. 2015) .
In a previous neuroimaging study, we had female subjects compete in a reaction time task in which the winner can deliver an unpleasant sound blast to the loser. At the beginning of each trial participants saw their same-sex opponent displaying an angry or a neutral face, after which they selected the loudness of the sound blast -this war our aggression measure. We observed that amygdala reactivity to angry faces was associated with lower T and increased aggression in healthy young women (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016 ). This effect was maximal in the basolateral amygdala (BLA), a subregion involved in threat perception (de Gelder et al. 2014) , and concurred with decreased BLA-OFC connectivity during trials in which the opponent displayed an angry face. In that study, as in most recent neuroscientific investigations on reactive aggression (Fanning et al. 2017) , we focused on acute brain responses to threat signals. However, there might be relatively stable, trait-like neurofunctional characteristics that predispose individuals to react aggressively (Davidson et al. 2000; Fulwiler et al. 2012) .
Such neural markers might be characterized by means of resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC), i.e. temporal correlations between remote brain regions at rest. Altered rsFC has been observed in different psychiatric conditions such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; Castellanos and Aoki 2016), depression (Zhou et al. 2017) , or autism (Hull et al. 2017) , and normal variation in rsFC has been associated with personality characteristics such as neuroticism or extraversion (Aghajani et al. 2014) . Importantly, dynamics of resting-state networks can also predict subsequent task performance (Sadaghiani et al. 2015; Fox et al. 2007) , suggesting that rsFC not only captures stable differences between individuals, but also transient brain states that have an impact on behavior. Furthermore, there is substantial but not complete overlap between evoked functional networks across tasks and temporally coherent networks at rest (Cole et al. 2014; Mennes et al. 2013 ). This indicates that there is indeed an intrinsic neurofunctional architecture that can be nonetheless modulated by external stimulation. It is hence pertinent to investigate how task-evoked and resting-state networks relate to each other (Cole et al. 2016) , and how they thereby influence behavior and cognition.
In the context of aggression, amygdala-OFC decoupling at rest has been observed in persons diagnosed with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD; New et al. 2007; Baczkowski et al. 2016 ) and in children with ADHD (Ho et al. 2015) , patient groups that often display elevated aggressiveness (Prada et al. 2014) . Lower amygdala-OFC rsFC has also been associated with self-reported aggression in male schizophrenia patients (Hoptman et al. 2010) , with psychopathy (Motzkin et al. 2011) , and with trait anger in healthy participants (Fulwiler et al. 2012) . T could play an additional role in this neural circuitry and in turn in aggression by modulating not only threat reactivity of the amygdala, but also its rsFC (Savic et al. 2017) . For instance, anabolic androgen users, who are often aggression-prone (Pope et al. 2014) , show reduced rsFC between the amygdala and the so-called default mode network (DMN), a set of regions that includes the medial OFC, the precuneus, the superior temporal gyrus (STG), and other areas involved in social cognition (Westlye et al. 2017 ). Comparably, endogenous T has been associated with heightened alcohol use -an established risk factor for aggression (Tremblay et al. 2008 ) -in subjects with low amygdala-OFC connectivity at rest (Peters et al. 2015) .
The reviewed findings indicate that basal patterns of rsFC are modulated by T and can predict aggression. Nonetheless, in most of these studies aggression was measured using selfreports, which are strongly affected by social desirability (Vigil-Colet et al. 2012) . It remains to be seen whether comparable results can be obtained with behavioral measures of aggression, which should be less distorted by this confound as well as by linguistic or interpretational biases. Indeed, behavioral aggression measures have been shown to possess high internal and external validity (Anderson and Bushman 1997; Giancola and Parrott 2008) , and to better capture links between T and aggression than self-reports (Archer et al. 2005) .
It is also unclear whether and to which extent rsFC patterns are in turn modulated by aggressive encounters themselves. In this vein, some researchers have probed for changes in restingstate networks after stressful social situations. These studies have shown that social exclusion increases connectivity between the DMN and brain areas involved in threat detection and conflict monitoring (Clemens et al. 2017) , and that evaluative stress changes thalamic-cortical and parietal-temporal coupling (Maron-Katz et al. 2016 ). In such investigations, however, subjects were passively exposed to a menacing situation, and so results cannot be readily extrapolated to interactive, reciprocal aggressive interactions. Moreover, there is disagreement regarding whether aggression is better predicted by trait or state estimates of T (Carré and Olmstead 2015) . For instance, a recent study found that aggressive behavior was linked with lower basal T but higher T reactivity, and that the strength of these relationships depended on self-construal (Welker et al. 2017) . Investigating the possible connection between state changes in T and aggression-related rsFC patterns can help to elucidate this issue.
A number of studies have aimed at measuring changes in brain connectivity following anger-inducing experiences (Denson et al. 2013; Gilam et al. 2017; Fabiansson et al. 2012) . In all cases, anger carried an increase in amygdala connectivity with the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, including or neighboring the lateral OFC. Such results further reinforce the notion that amygdala networks are relevant for anger processing and management. Nevertheless, the anger induction methods employed in these studies involved either verbal insults (Denson et al. 2013 ), recall of anger-inducing memories (Fabiansson et al. 2012) , or anger-infused economic offers (Gilam et al. 2017) . It is thus uncertain whether these results also apply to tit-for-tat, symmetric confrontations entailing physical provocation.
Here, we analyzed resting-state data obtained in a previous study (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016 ) in order to answer two main questions. First, we attempted to ascertain whether basal rsFC of the amygdala can predict subsequent aggression as measured in a realistic task, and whether this is related to baseline T levels in healthy young women. Second, we inquired as to whether an aggressive interaction itself can induce changes in amygdala rsFC, and whether these putative alterations are likewise related to aggression and to state changes in T concentrations. To that end, we performed exploratory seed-tovoxel analyses between the BLA and the rest of the brain as well as confirmatory ROI-to-ROI analyses between BLA and OFC, and correlated the obtained connectivity estimates with aggression and T levels.
Methods

Participants
Participants were the same 39 healthy young women (mean age = 23.22, standard deviation = 3.2) from our previously published study (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016) . Exclusion criteria were history of neurologic, psychiatric, or endocrine disease and intake of oral contraceptives. All subjects were right handed and fluent German speakers. Informed consent was obtained from all participants, who were also compensated for participation. The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and had been approved by the University of Lübeck ethics committee.
Procedure
On the first measurement day subjects provided informed consent and underwent an anatomical scan in order to accustom them to the scanner environment. Participants also provided ambulatory saliva samples during a regular weekday. The second measurement day was always scheduled during the early follicular phase (i.e. during the first 7 days after the start of the menses) and in the afternoon (i.e. between noon and 6 pm) in order to limit daily (Keevil et al. 2013 ) and monthly (Bui et al. 2013 ) variability in hormonal concentrations. On this second measurement occasion, participants provided a blood and a saliva sample before scanning. We acquired two 6-min, eyes-closed resting state runs before and after the aggression task, which was named Social Threat Aggression Paradigm (STAP). In the STAP, participants face a same-sex opponent who displays an angry or a neutral face at the beginning of each trial and provokes them with progressively louder sound blasts. Participants must choose the intensity of a sound blast in a scale of 1 to 8 to be directed at the opponent in case of victory. Actually, the game is preprogrammed and the angry and neutral videos are prerecorded. After scanning, participants provided a second saliva sample and fulfilled a series of personality questionnaires not analyzed here (see Buades-Rotger et al. 2016) . Finally, subjects were probed for suspicion, debriefed, and compensated.
Hormone data acquisition
Participants provided saliva samples during a regular weekday as well as before and after scanning using the passive drool method (Granger et al. 2007 ). We asked them to fill at least 3 mL of each tube (4 mL Cryovials from Salimetrics ®), and to refrain from: a) eating or teeth brushing within 1 h prior to collection, b) using salivation stimulants such as chewing gum, c) drinking alcohol within 12 h prior to collection, and d) going to the dentist within 48 h prior to collection. Samples were stored at −20°C and shipped in dry ice-filled Styrofoam boxes to a reference laboratory at University Hospital of South Manchester (UK) for analysis. Free salivary T concentrations were estimated using a liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) method optimized to capture values in the low range (Keevil et al. 2013) . As previously reported, mean intra-and inter-assay coefficients of variation for salivary T were 5.3% and 9%, with a lower limit of quantification of 5 pmol/L (Keevil et al. 2013) . Serum T and salivary cortisol were also estimated, but we focused our present analyses on T at scan-time (pre-scan and post-minus pre-scan change) because it was the only hormonal parameter associated with aggression and BLA reactivity (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016) . T concentrations were log-transformed to stabilize variance before analysis.
Neuroimaging data acquisition
Neuroimaging data was acquired using a Philips Ingenia 3 T scanner equipped with a 32-channel head coil. The anatomical scan was performed with a standard T1-weighted EPI sequence (180 sagittal slices, TR = 7.7, TE = 3.5, FOV = 240, matrix = 240 × 240 mm, flip angle = 8°, voxel size = 1 mm isotropic). Resting-state data was acquired with a T2*-weighted gradient EPI sequence sensitive to the blood-oxygen leveldependent (BOLD) signal (37 axial slices per volume, TR = 2 s; TE = 30 ms; FOV = 192 mm, matrix = 64 × 64 mm; flip angle = 90°; voxel size = 3 mm isotropic). We acquired 178 volumes plus 5 dummy scans before and after the task.
Data analysis
Behavioral data analysis
Behavioral results have already been reported (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016 ), but we will briefly explain how aggression data was analyzed for ease of interpretation. We used repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) to test whether participants became more aggressive over the three runs of the task and in angry versus neutral trials, and whether they selected higher punishments after high (>4) relative to low (≤4) punishment selections by the opponent. We performed these analyses using the ez package version 4.3 implemented in R version 3.1.3 and set the significance level at p < .05. Since excessive analytic flexibility can be problematic when extracting behavioral indexes from the competitive reaction time task (Elson et al. 2014) , we took average punishment selections over the course of the task for each participant as a simple summary measure of reactive aggression for further analyses, as in our previous studies (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016; Beyer et al. 2015) .
Neuroimaging data preprocessing
Initial preprocessing of the data was performed with Statistical Parametric Mapping 12 (SPM12, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London, London, UK) and comprised slice-timing correction to the middle slice, realignment to the first volume, segmentation of the anatomical image, coregistration of mean functional and anatomical images, normalization to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space and smoothing with an 8 mm full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. White matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) masks obtained from segmentation were also normalized to MNI space. Additional denoising and subsequent rsFC analyses were performed with CONN v17 (Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon 2012). Denoising involved regressing out signal from individual WM and CSF masks, linear detrending, and bandpass filtering (0.008-0.1 Hz) in order to isolate the low frequency range at which intrinsic connectivity operates (Zuo et al. 2010; Buckner et al. 2013) . Movement-correlated signal was also regressed out before filtering, and the BOLD signal time series was despiked with a built-in squashing function that reduces the influence of outlying volumes (see CONN v17 manual). All participants showed movement parameters below 3 mm in any direction (maximum = 2.19 mm). Additionally, we calculated mean frame-wise displacement as described in Power et al. (2012) , and inspected whether this measure was associated with aggression (r = .21, p = .186), pre-scan T (r = −.07, p = .632), or change in T (r = .01, p = .923). Since this was not the case, connectivity associated with our variables of interest is unlikely due to head motion.
Neuroimaging data analyses
Both the BLA seed and the OFC region-of-interest (ROI) were informed by task activation. For ROI-to-ROI analyses, we used the same BLA and medial OFC (mOFC) masks that showed reduced reciprocal connectivity when the opponent displayed angry faces during the STAP (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016 ). The mOFC ROI was an 8-mm sphere around the group peak that was significantly more active for angry than for neutral faces, whereas the bilateral BLA mask contained all voxels activated in the decision phase (BLA reactivity was dependent on T and aggression, but there was no main effect for angry vs. neutral faces in this region). For whole-brain analyses, we created an anatomical mask covering the whole BLA using the Anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff et al. 2007 ). This seed was largely overlapping with the functional amygdala mask, but contained more voxels and hence provided increased power to detect effects. Using an anatomical mask also improves comparability with other rsFC studies on amygdala subregions (Aghajani et al. 2016; Qin et al. 2014; Roy et al. 2009 ).
Connectivity was computed as the Z-transformed Pearson correlation coefficient between the mean BOLD signal in the functional BLA mask and the mOFC for ROI-to-ROI analyses, or between the mean BOLD signal in the anatomical BLA mask and the rest of the brain for whole-brain analyses.
First, we delineated positive and negative BLA connectivity patterns at baseline with one-sample t-tests. We subsequently probed whether trait estimates of BLA rsFC were associated with basal T and aggression. For ROI analyses, we computed Pearson correlation coefficients between pretask BLA-mOFC coupling, aggression, and pre-scan T across participants. For whole-brain analyses, we regressed pre-scan T values and aggression against pre-task BLA connectivity.
We then tested whether there were task-induced alterations in BLA rsFC, and whether these were related to aggression and state changes in T. At the ROI level, we compared BLA-mOFC connectivity estimates before and after the task with a paired ttest, and correlated this difference with aggression and with the post-minus pre-scan change in T. At the whole-brain level, we compared post vs. pre-task BLA rsFC with a paired t-test, and regressed aggression and the change in T against the postminus pre-task difference in BLA rsFC. We also ran onesample t-tests without regressors on post-task BLA connectivity in order to qualitatively check the consistency of the positive and negative rsFC patterns observed at baseline.
Additionally, we explored whether regions showing Tmodulated connectivity with the BLA in whole-brain analyses were associated with aggression. We thus extracted connectivity estimates from T-related clusters and inspected for correlations with aggression. For regions showing significant correlations with both T and aggression, we performed mediation analyses using the lavaan package v0.5-20 on R v3.1.3 using robust maximum likelihood estimation and bias-corrected accelerated (BCa) bootstrapped confidence intervals for regression coefficients. We defined aggression as dependent variable, T as predictor, and connectivity between BLA and the identified cluster as a mediator. We converted all variables to Z scores before analysis, and flagged paths as significant if the 95% BCa confidence interval did not contain zero.
Whole-brain analyses were thresholded at p < .001 uncorrected at the voxel level with a family-wise error (FWE) correction of p < .05 at the cluster level, whereas ROI analyses were deemed significant at p < .05 (uncorrected). Finally, we inspected whether clusters showing significant T-or aggression-dependent BLA rsFC were in overlap with the baseline BLA network using xjview (http://www.alivelearn. net/xjview/).
Results
Behavioral results
Behavioral results are described in detail in Buades-Rotger et al. (2016), but we report the essential effects again here for completeness. The STAP was successful in provoking participants, eliciting higher aggression over runs (F 2,76 = 21.93, p < .001; Run 1 = 3.5 ± 0.12 [mean ± standard error], Run 3 = 4.3 ± 0.14) and in angry compared to neutral trials (F 1, 38 = 6.34, p = .016; Angry = 4.13 ± 0.16; Neutral = 3.94 ± 0.14). Furthermore, participants reacted to the opponent's aggression (F 1,38 = 20.31, p < .001) by choosing stronger punishments after high (4.27 ± 0.10) than after low (3.85 ± 0.09) punishment selections. As in previous work (Beyer et al. 2015; Buades-Rotger et al. 2016 ), we extracted each participant's mean punishment selections as our main aggression measure for further analyses.
BLA rsFC at baseline
The BLA showed positive connectivity (p < .001, cluster-level pFWE<.05) with a widespread network comprising the ventral, medial and superior temporal lobe, the posterior cingulate cortex, the primary motor and somatosensory cortex, and the medial prefrontal wall (including the mOFC). On the other hand, there was negative connectivity (p < .001, cluster-level pFWE<.05) between BLA and supplementary motor area (SMA) as well bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC). These results are depicted in Fig. 1a and Table 1a . Henceforth we will designate regions showing significant pre-task coupling with the seed as the intrinsic or baseline BLA network.
Associations between basal BLA rsFC, T and aggression BLA-mOFC coupling was unrelated to T (p = .916) and aggression (p = .240) at baseline. In whole-brain analyses, prescan T was associated with lower baseline coupling between the BLA and the left superior temporal gyrus (STG; peak MNI coordinates: −33, −28, 2; cluster size k = 61; peak t value = 4.25; cluster-level pFWE = .016; Fig. 2a and b) . BLA-STG connectivity strength was further associated with increased aggression (r = .37, p = .020; Fig. 2c ), such that participants with stronger BLA-STG coupling had reduced T levels and were more aggressive. The STG cluster was in the inner section of the temporal operculum, around Brodmann area 41 Fig. 1 Resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC) of the basolateral amygdala (BLA) was highly similar before (A) and after (B) an aggressive interaction (p < .001, pFWE<.05 cluster-level corrected). Depicted are lateral (upper row), medial (middle row), frontal (lower row, left) and superior (lower row, right) views of the left (left column) and right (right column) hemispheres. Connectivity is expressed as t values. Warm colors depict positive connectivity, cool colors depict negative connectivity. Color bars on the positive side were rescaled to one third of the maximum for visualization. Contrasts are rendered on an inflated surface using the Conn v.17 built-in results explorer extending into the posterior insular cortex. It was adjacent to, though slightly more medially located than the aggressionrelated left STG cluster identified in Buades-Rotger et al.
(2016). The cluster had a 6-voxel overlap with the intrinsic BLA network. Since BLA-STG rsFC was related to both T and aggression, we performed a mediation analysis with prescan T as independent variable, BLA-STG coupling as mediator, and aggression as outcome. The indirect effect of T on aggression via BLA-STG rsFC was not significant (B = −0.11 ± 0.12, 95% BCa CI = [−0.33, 0.11]).
Basal connectivity between the BLA and the superior parietal lobule (SPL) was associated with lower aggression (peak MNI coordinates: 27, −61, 47; cluster size k = 51; peak t value = 4.87; cluster-level pFWE = .035; Fig. 2d and e) . The local maximum was located in Brodmann area 7, though the cluster covered the ventral-posterior aspect of the superior parietal lobule extending to the intraparietal sulcus. This cluster showed no overlap with the baseline amygdala network.
Associations between state changes in BLA rsFC, T and aggression
There was no significant change in BLA-mOFC coupling after compared to before the task (p = .664), and difference values were not associated with the change in T (p = .819). However, the post-minus pre-task difference in rsFC between these regions was negatively associated with aggression (r = −.36, p = .023; Fig. 3a and b) . Participants with higher increases in BLA-mOFC connectivity were less aggressive. The relationship was stronger for post-(r = −.30, p = .058) than for pre-task coupling (r = .19, p = .240), implying that the effect was mostly driven by a task-induced increase in connectivity rather than by high baseline values. The mOFC ROI was in almost complete overlap (67 voxels) with the baseline BLA network.
There were no significant differences between post-and pre-task BLA connectivity in whole-brain analyses. As shown in Fig. 1b and Table 1b, post-task rsFC patterns were highly comparable to those observed at baseline: temporal, medial parietal, medial prefrontal, primary motor and somatosensory regions showed positive rsFC with the BLA, whereas SMA and dlPFC showed negative BLA coupling. Nonetheless, the change in T concentrations was correlated with higher postminus pre-task coupling between the BLA and the right lateral OFC (lOFC; peak MNI coordinates: 36, 38, −7; cluster size k = 44; peak t value = 5.51; cluster-level pFWE = .048; Fig. 3c  and d) . That is, participants with a stronger increase in T showed higher BLA-lOFC coupling after the task. However, this effect was unrelated to aggression (p = .514). The lOFC cluster was located between Brodmann areas 11 and 47, and overlapped in 7 voxels with the intrinsic BLA network.
Discussion
We investigated whether intrinsic connectivity of the BLA was associated with trait and state estimates of T, and whether this could predict aggressive behavior in a sample of healthy young women. We found that pre-scan T was negatively correlated with BLA-STG connectivity, which in turn was linked to higher aggression during the task. Basal coupling between BLA and SPL predicted lower aggression. On the other hand, task-induced increases in rsFC between BLA and mOFC were associated with reduced aggression, whereas T changes were linked to higher BLA-lOFC coupling. BLA-STG and BLA-SPL rsFC thus seem to constitute stable features that distinguish aggressive from non-aggressive individuals, whereas BLA-OFC connectivity at rest might be more volatile and dependent on the organism's reactions to threat.
BLA connectivity at baseline
As expected, the BLA showed the strongest connectivity with its surrounding tissue, i.e. the medial temporal lobe, though extending both ventrally and dorsally to adjacent regions. The BLA also showed positive coupling with ventral-anterior aspects of the medial prefrontal cortex, whereas it showed negative connectivity with dlPFC and SMA, in line with a previous study (Roy et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, there was positive BLA rsFC with somatosensory and primary motor regions, which replicates the previously described functional coupling between amygdala and sensorimotor cortex at rest (Toschi et al. 2017) . All in all, these findings suggest that we successfully identified established amygdala connections, allowing us probe whether said links could vary as a function of individual differences in endogenous T and aggression.
BLA rsFC is related to baseline T and predicts subsequent aggression
Basal rsFC between the BLA and the left STG was inversely correlated with T, and positively associated with aggressive behavior. This dovetails with our previously published task results showing that STG activation in response to angry faces mediates the relationship between BLA reactivity and aggression (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016 ). The present data suggests that BLA-STG coupling is not only important for momentary threat assessment, but might also underlie hostile readiness before the aggressive interaction ensues. In agreement with this notion, rsFC between the BLA and a frontotemporal network including the STG has been related to self-reported impulsivity in children with conduct disorder (Aghajani et al. 2016) . Furthermore, the amygdala and the STG are corecruited during the perception of angry vocalizations (Mothes-Lasch et al. 2012; Frühholz et al. 2015) , of threatening facial expressions (Sussman et al. 2017) , and of angerinfused body movements (Grèzes et al. 2013 ; Van den Stock et al. 2015) . Although the localization of the current STG cluster (neighboring Heschl's gyrus) is unusual, this medial aspect of the STG extending to the posterior insula (PI) has been shown to react preferentially to threatening relative to happy, neutral or sad stimuli independently of the sensory modality (i.e. fearful faces, fear-inducing music and screams; Aubé et al. 2015) . In that study, the observed peak (MNI coordinates: −38, −26, 2) was no more than 5 mm away in any direction from the current one (MNI coordinates: −33, −28, 2), and, crucially, the BLA showed a highly similar pattern of activity as that of the STG. Note also that the aggression-related temporal clusters identified in our previous study were likewise in the medial section of the STG (BuadesRotger et al. 2016) . Taken together, this evidence indicates that the assumed hostile readiness observed in individuals with positive BLA-STG coupling at rest might be characterized by increased attunement towards multimodal threat signals.
Crucially, BLA-STG coupling was more positive in women with lower T levels, who were also more aggressive and showed enhanced amygdala reactivity to angry faces during the STAP (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016) . The STG seems to be particularly sensitive to T, as suggested by studies in femaleto-male transsexuals which reported lower gray matter volume in this brain area after long-term T administration (Hahn et al. 2016b; Burke et al. 2017) . In line with our results, long-term users of anabolic androgens show generally blunted amygdala rsFC with a widespread network that includes the medial prefrontal cortex and the STG relative to matched non-users (Kaufman et al. 2015; Westlye et al. 2017 ). This pattern also fits studies suggesting that T reduces threat sensitivity Enter et al. 2016 ) and decreases connectivity within emotion-processing networks (Bos et al. 2016; van Wingen et al. 2010) . All in all, as reasoned above, it seems that the basal interplay between BLA and STG might reflect a lower threshold for cross-modal threat perception and might hence facilitate corresponding aggressive responses in low-T women. Nevertheless, BLA-STG did not significantly mediate the T-aggression link and should hence be merely interpreted as a common correlate of, rather than as a necessary link between the two variables. The possible moderating role of other endocrine variables, such as estradiol or sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), should also be considered in the context of social behavior. Indeed, higher basal levels of estradiol have been positively related to implicit measures of dominance in women, and especially in those not taking oral contraceptives (Stanton and Edelstein 2009; Stanton and Schultheiss 2007) .
In addition, pre-task coupling between the BLA and the SPL was inversely correlated with aggression. The SPL subregion identified here corresponds to clusters 3 and 4 identified in Wang et al. (2015) , which are roughly equivalent to cytoarchitectonic areas hIP3 and 7A (Scheperjans et al. 2008) . Across studies, these subregions are recruited when performing complex cognitive tasks, most notably those involving spatial attention allocation, reasoning, and working memory (Wang et al. 2015) . Although replication is warranted, we speculate that more positive basal BLA-SPL coupling could be indicative of relatively improved cognitive ability, which might contribute to successful emotion regulation. The finding that depressed patients ) and individuals with high dispositional sadness (Deris et al. 2017) show reduced amygdala-SPL coupling at rest agrees with this formulation.
It is important to note that the STG was positively coupled with the BLA at baseline, whereas the SPL was not. Thus, it might be the case that aggressive individuals show a less distributed but more strongly interconnected amygdala network at rest. Indeed, a recent study showed that subjects with higher global amygdala connectivity at baseline experienced less anger and accepted more unfair offers in a subsequent interaction with a provoking confederate (Gilam et al. 2017 ).
Changes in BLA-OFC rsFC induced by an aggressive interaction
Post-task increments in BLA-mOFC rsFC were related to lower aggression. As reviewed in the introduction, reduced rsFC between these two regions is generally associated with impaired impulse control and antisocial behavior (Peters et al. 2016; Hoptman et al. 2010; Fulwiler et al. 2012; Motzkin et al. 2011) . Our data is consistent with these results and fit the widely accepted view that the OFC regulates amygdala activity in order to curb aggressive behavior (Coccaro et al. 2011 ). The present study further adds that this mechanism is not only manifest in basal connectivity patterns or in transient threatrelated coupling, but that positive shifts in BLA-mOFC rsFC induced by a challenging social encounter might also support the control of aggressive impulses. Complementing our results, a recent study found that healthy participants show increased rsFC between the amygdala and the OFC after an emotion regulation task, whereas BPD patients failed to show such an increase (Baczkowski et al. 2016 ).
We did not observe any relationship between amygdalamOFC rsFC and endogenous T. We did however find a positive relationship between state changes in T and increases in coupling between the BLA and the lOFC. This might be due to the relatively higher density of androgen receptors in the lateral relative to the medial wall of the prefrontal cortex (Low et al. 2017) . In any case, our results contrast with previous studies showing threat-related decreases in amygdala-OFC coupling concurrent with increases in T, both acutely (van Wingen et al. 2010 ) and longitudinally (Spielberg et al. 2015) . The observed increase in BLA-lOFC coupling at rest might thus conceivably arise as a post-encounter recovery mechanism in participants with stronger elevations in T, who were presumably more competitive (Hahn et al. 2016a; Casto et al. 2017 ) and might have been therefore more engaged in the task. Indirectly supporting this notion, increased taskrelated coupling between the amygdala and the lOFC has been related to reduced negative affect in healthy participants (Madsen et al. 2016; Banks et al. 2007) , to diminished impulsivity in psychopaths (Yoder et al. 2015) , and to lower state anger in BPD patients (Herpertz et al. 2017) , a clinical group with heightened endogenous T levels (Rausch et al. 2015) . This is further supported by the finding that men with a high testosterone-to-cortisol ratio show increased amygdala connectivity with areas involved in cognitive control (i.e. anterior cingulate and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) following an interpersonal provocation (Denson et al. 2013) . Furthermore, in another investigation, subjects with higher trait anger displayed a stronger increase in connectivity between the amygdala and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex after a provoking economic exchange (Gilam et al. 2017) . Nevertheless, given that BLA-lOFC rsFC was not related to aggression in the present sample, it is difficult to interpret the possible cognitive or behavioral significance of this functional link. Note as well that T concentrations did not change significantly after the task, and that the post-minus pre-scan difference in T was unrelated to aggression (Buades-Rotger et al. 2016) . Moreover, the effects of competition on T levels are relatively unstable in women (Carré and Olmstead 2015) , which calls for additional caution when interpreting this result.
It should also be highlighted that there were no differences between pre-and post-task BLA rsFC in whole brain analyses. This result indicates that intrinsic BLA connectivity is relatively stable, and that aggressive encounters do not cause strong alterations in this network per se. This is in line with a recent study reporting no changes in amygdala connectivity at rest after exposure to aversive stimuli (Geissmann et al. 2018 ). We only found aggression-and T-dependent changes in medial and lateral OFC respectively, areas that were positively coupled with the BLA at baseline. Our data imply that the impact of aggressive interactions on BLA connectivity is limited to this region's intrinsic network, and that their effect is conditional on interindividual differences in behavioral and endocrine parameters.
Limitations
Certain limitations of the present study should be taken into account. Some are inherent to rsFC, such as the nondirectionality of the observed functional links and the unconstrained cognitive activity during scanning at rest (Buckner et al. 2013 ). Other shortcomings are specific for this study. The relatively small sample size was lower than what has become standard in recent rsFC studies. However, our dataset is unique in that we employed a realistic behavioral measure of aggression, which, despite having limitations of its own (Ritter and Eslea 2005) , is more ecologically valid and less affected by psychometric biases than questionnaires (Anderson and Bushman 1997 ). Using such a task also allowed us to investigate how an aggressive interaction itself alters rsFC of the amygdala. Another limitation is that we selected our ROIs on the basis of task results, which might be less optimal than individually delineated ROIs (Sohn et al. 2015) . This might have curtailed our ability to detect effects, but does in fact support the robustness of the effects that we did observe.
Conclusion
In summary, we found that BLA-STG rsFC might underlie hostile readiness in anticipation of an aggressive encounter, and we showed that T might buffer aggression in women by weakening this link. Basal coupling between BLA and SPL might oppositely constitute a regulatory mechanism. Finally, we observed a dissociation between lateral and medial OFC, such that stronger post-task BLA-lOFC connectivity was related to competition-induced changes in T, whereas increases in BLA-mOFC coupling were associated with reduced aggression. All in all, our study identifies how aggressive interactions plastically change amygdala connectivity, and pinpoint specific neural mechanisms through which T can buffer aggression in women.
